
and Kuehn, 2012). Previously, extracel-

lular vesicles were shown to provide pro-

tection against phages by serving as

decoys to phage adsorption, thus

lowering the effective phage concentra-

tions (Manning and Kuehn, 2011). Now,

their capabilities to promote phage infec-

tion shed a new light on their molecular

roles and suggest that bacteria using

membrane vesicles as decoys against

phage may inflict collateral damage on

bystander bacteria that are naturally

resistant to the phage.

Transfer of phage receptors might be

just the first example of surface compo-

nents sharing between bacteria through
membrane vesicles. As surface mole-

cules are involved in multiple aspects of

bacterial life in addition to phage suscep-

tibility, this new interaction mechanism

may lead to surprising discoveries in the

future.
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While chemical forms of cell-to-cell communication are well recognized to coordinate bacterial
populations, electrical signaling has been relatively ignored. Humphries et al. show that Bacillus
subtilis biofilms utilize potassium production to attract far away, motile cells of even phylogeneti-
cally distant species by altering their membrane potential.
All living cellsmaintain an electrical poten-

tial across the cytoplasmic membrane by

establishing differences in ionic concen-

trations inside versus outside using ion

channels and pumps. Classic work by

Hodgkin and Huxley established how

electrical signaling between ion channels

in nerve fibers creates action potentials

(Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952), forming

the basis of information transfer in the

nervous system. Until recently, the vast

majority of studies into cell-cell communi-

cation in bacteria have focused on chem-

ical signaling, whereby cells secrete and

detect the concentration of autoinducer

molecules to synchronize cell density-

dependent behaviors (Waters and Bass-

ler, 2005). In this issue of Cell, Humphries

et al. (2017) show that biofilms of the

Gram-positive bacterium Bacillus subtilis

can use electrical signaling mediated
by potassium ion channels to affect the

motility of cells far from the biofilm. This

work elucidates a general mechanism

for coordinating isolated cells with com-

munities and has the potential to rejuve-

nate the investigation of the role of

membrane potential in myriad biological

processes.

Previous work by the same group

showed that cells within B. subtilis bio-

films actively produce extracellular potas-

sium in a manner dependent on their

metabolic state, leading to the propaga-

tion of electrical waves through the biofilm

(Prindle et al., 2015). This electrical activ-

ity drives metabolic co-dependence that

resolves the conflict for nutrients within

the community, thereby increasing the

fitness of the biofilm (Liu et al., 2015).

Humphries et al. (2017) now report that

potassium directs the motility of distant
cells toward a biofilm by altering their

membrane potential, leading to the peri-

odic accumulation of motile cells at the

biofilm edge with a frequency matching

the oscillations in biofilm membrane

potential, as well as an increase in the

probability of motile cells becoming

embedded in the biofilm (Figure 1). A mu-

tation that interferes with the activity of the

ion channel responsible for generating

the extracellular potassium signal from

the biofilm abolished motile cell attrac-

tion, and a mutant lacking the major

potassium pump exhibit >2-fold higher

attraction toward biofilm (Figure 1)

(Humphries et al., 2017). Thus, potassium

production by the biofilm and sensing by

motile cells are necessary for electrical

signaling.

Given that ions are common currency

for all cells, electrical signalingmay attract
, January 12, 2017 ª 2017 Elsevier Inc. 15
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Figure 1. B. subtilis Biofilms (Blue Cells) Produce Periodic Waves of Potassium (Purple

Gradient) that Affect the Membrane Potential and Motility of Distant Cells
This electrical activity causes wild-type B. subtilis (red) and P. aeruginosa (orange) cells to periodically
accumulate at the biofilm edge through increased tumbling rates as they come closer to the biofilm.
B. subtilis cells lacking the major potassium pump KtrA (gray cell) exhibit >2-fold higher attraction toward
biofilm. Wild-type cells are more likely to embed within the biofilm in the presence of electrical activity.
other species as well. Indeed, motile cells

of the evolutionarily distant Gram-nega-

tive Pseudomonas aeruginosa were also

periodically attracted to a B. subtilis bio-

film during electrical oscillations and

were more likely to become embedded

when the biofilm was electrically active

(Figure 1) (Humphries et al., 2017), sug-

gesting that the potassium production of

a biofilm generally affects the behavior

of the surrounding community. This

finding has particularly exciting implica-

tions for complex communities such as

microbial mats and the gut microbiota.

For the latter, bacterial cells are highly

motile in some hosts such as zebrafish

(Jemielita et al., 2014), while in other hosts

(such as mice and humans), the micro-

biota is subject to peristaltic mixing
16 Cell 168, January 12, 2017
and electrical signaling may reprogram

cellular functions besides chemotaxis.

Critically, the ubiquitous importance of

membrane potential implies that cross-

species electrical signaling may even

occur between bacteria and eukary-

otic cells.

Important questions remain about the

functionality of ion gradients and mem-

brane potential in complex environments.

Microfluidic devices allow for the mainte-

nance of constant conditions. The meta-

bolic oscillations produced by B. subtilis

biofilms in these conditions served as

a powerful tool for Humphries et al.

(2017) to identify links between electrical

signaling and motility. It is unclear

whether B. subtilis cells engage in meta-

bolic oscillations when grown freely in
three dimensions or in fluctuating environ-

ments, and if so, whether they can still use

potassium to attract cells. The level of

control that can be achieved via biofilm

communication is also undetermined.

In the context of the present study,

electrical signaling appears to act as a

public address system rather than a pri-

vate line, although it is possible that

B. subtilis and other species have mecha-

nisms to discriminate between species,

perhaps through subtle differences in

ion channel function that filter out certain

signals. Within cells, electric fields are

quickly screened by counterions. For

instance, negatively charged DNA mole-

cules are surrounded by a cloud of posi-

tively charged ions that render the DNA

effectively neutral to the rest of the cell.

In a similar manner, in a densely packed

community, import of potassium by cells

surrounding the biofilm could sequester

the ions, potentially screening the biofilm

actively and/or passively. Thus, while

the current body of work on electrical

signaling within biofilms suggests that

community behaviors yield important se-

lective advantages, it remains to be seen

whether other environmental factors miti-

gate the fitness benefits of electrically

driven coordination.

Investigations into the electrical char-

acteristics of living systems date back

over a hundred years, exemplified by a

broad body of work by Harold Burr that

implicated electric potentials in neural

development, embryology, wound heal-

ing, and plant entrainment to temporal cy-

cles. Burr’s research was also transla-

tional, as his studies of the bio-electrics

of menstruation (Burr and Musselman,

1938) led to the development of devices

that indicate fertility. Burr suggested links

between the shape of organisms and their

electrical properties, and later work by

Lionel Jaffe noted differences in those

properties between creatures that could

regenerate (such as salamanders) and

those that could not (Borgens et al.,

1979). Recent studies have revitalized

these classic works with cellular-scale

investigations into the role of ion flows in

tissue growth patterning (Adams et al.,

2007), but the ways in which membrane

potential contributes to cellular and

organismal developmental processes

remain enigmatic. Bacterial biofilms are

a relatively simple and highly controllable



system in which to study these pro-

cesses.

It is particularly intriguing that long-

range electrical signaling can be very

rapid compared with biochemical

signaling, which often involves molecular

synthesis and transcriptional responses.

The control of motility by electrical

signaling is not overly surprising based

on established links between the

proton motive force and bacterial chemo-

taxis (Miller and Koshland, 1980), but

many cellular processes, including those

involved in growth, may also be intimately

linked to membrane potential. The ability

to monitor membrane potential at the sin-

gle-cell level should potentiate future dis-

covery. Excitingly, understanding the ba-

sis of communication within complex

bacterial communities will likely inform a

broad range of ecological issues such as

colonization and invasion. Moreover, sig-
nals can be provided exogenously to

pattern the spatial structure of synthetic

communities, as Humphries et al. (2017)

did by providing a competing potassium

source to draw motile cells away from

the biofilm. This potential for directed bio-

architecture highlights the importance of

further inquiry into the integration of elec-

trical, chemical, and physical (adhesion-

based) cell-cell signaling. As the psychol-

ogist Rollo May stated, ‘‘communication

leads to community.’’
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Accurate predatory behavior requires coordination between pursuit activity and prey consump-
tion, yet the underlying neuronal circuits are unknown. A novel study published in this issue of
Cell identifies two coordinated circuits emanating from the central amygdala that control the
efficiency of prey capture and the ability to deliver fatal bites to prey.
The successful completion of a goal is

often attained by orchestrating the com-

bined efforts of separate individuals. For

example, winning the pennant in baseball

requires efforts from scouting, managing,

coaching, and player staffs. This sug-

gests that achieving some complex tasks

requires timely cooperation among en-

tities that possess diversified and com-

plementary skill sets. Neuronal systems

are no exception. In this issue, Han
et al. (2017) demonstrate that the com-

plex behavior of predatory hunting re-

quires activity between two functionally

distinct pathways originating in the

central amygdala (CeA) that cooperate

for efficient pursuit and consumption

of prey.

Numerous studies have examined how

the CeA controls the behavioral and physi-

ological responses to biological-relevant

external stimuli. TheCeAreceives thalamic,
sensory, somatosensory, and inter-amyg-

dalar projections and is implicated in

several behavioral phenomena (Pape and

Pare, 2010). Classically, the CeA has been

castasacriticalmediator for theacquisition

andexpression of fear- andanxiety-likebe-

haviors (Herry and Johansen, 2014; Tovote

et al., 2015). Some findings additionally

demonstrated that this region provides an

incentive signal during reward-related

instrumental tasks (Balleine and Killcross,
2017 ª 2017 Published by Elsevier Inc. 17
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